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Chapter 451

For the first time, I felt that Simon also had false reasons. I always thought
that he was a very good person.

I am misguided, or that I have never known other people at all. I looked at
Simon and smiled with him. The smile was even ridiculous to myself.

I said, “You are right. I like Naven and I love Naven, but these are two different
things. Even Naven did not stop me from doing anything.”

“That’s because he doesn’t know what kind of life you are suitable for, and you
are not suitable for this kind of life in which you fight against me, Livia, you are
a person who has nothing to do with the world. This kind of life will make you
feel tired.”

“I don’t know if it’s suitable for me to be tired, Simon, you can’t represent my
life!” It turned out that I always thought that Simon was a very gentle person,
but today I can see that he also has a desire to control women. “Why do you
think what kind of life suits me? Why do you use conspiracy and tricks to
deceive the shares my dad gave me? It’s not a matter of money!”

“You have been with Naven for too long, and you have been too much
influenced by him. You have become a profit-seeking man…”

“Enough, don’t kidnap me morally. I care about everything I have. This is
profit-making. I live up to my dad’s expectations. But Simon, I regard you as
my best friend, but you unite with my enemy. Frame me, you are still standing
on a moral high ground and accusing me, you are simply disappointing me!”



“I don’t want to be your friend, I never thought of being your best friend, you
know what I want, Livia, I like you, I want to marry you, I want you to be my
wife, Ann Stay quiet by my side!”

With these words, Simon almost came out with a low growl. He, who has
always been personable, finally has a time when he loses his attitude.

I never thought that Simon was so selfish: “You don’t love me at all, you just
love the image you imagined in your heart, but I am not, and I don’t want to be
that person!”

I don’t want to quarrel with Simon anymore. This kind of quarrel has no
results, and he feels that he has done nothing wrong. He feels that he can
control my life.

Originally, I thought Naven liked to control me, but now it seems that Naven is
just using his methods to teach me to be strong. The person who really wants
to control me is the elegant and graceful Simon.

I stood up and picked up the bag and dragged Lina: “Let’s go!”

Lina has been sitting on his seat and listening to our noise. These things
should be quite difficult for her to digest.

I dragged her out of the cafeteria and dragged her to the road, standing by our
car.

Lina was still stupid. He didn’t come to God for a long time: “Livia, I seem to
understand and I don’t seem to understand. You won’t tell me that the reason
why your shares were snatched by Mira is related to Brother Mira. ?”

“You didn’t understand it, you just don’t want to admit it.” I touched Lina’s face:
“When you called Simon in the afternoon, Ruan Ling called me and she told
me about Simon’s transfer agreement. In fact, I had doubts at that time.”



“Oh, did you come to have a showdown with him tonight?”

“Do you believe it? Do you believe that Simon did such a thing?”

“I don’t believe it, he has already admitted it.” Lina spread his hands and
sighed: “I really didn’t expect that Brother RonRon is such a person, Livia, are
you okay?!”

I shook my head. The blow that Mira gave me seemed to have strengthened
me, and my heart was not so fragile now.

At this time, Simon chased out from the restaurant. I didn’t want to say
anything to him. I opened the door and hurried in, and then urged Lina: “Get
in!”

Lina got in the car, then started the car, and passed in front of Simon.

I saw in the rearview mirror that Simon was quickly left behind by Lina. Her
speed was too fast and the night was too dark. I couldn’t see Simon’s face, so
I couldn’t see the expression on his face.

“Do you want to drag?” Lina asked me.

“Whatever.” I said.

Actually, I’m in a very calm mood now. There have been too many things
today, whether I was betrayed by my friends, or learned that my father was
killed by my own daughter. My heart has gone through a particularly turbulent
turmoil. Instead, it calmed down.

Lina looked at me worriedly, and I knew she was worried about my capacity.

In fact, my ability to bear it now is quite good.



“Now do we go home directly? Or wherever you want to go, I can accompany
you, and if you don’t want me to accompany you, then where do you go and I
will send you there?”

I don’t have any particular place I want to go, but I have a person I really want
to meet.

I turned my head and looked at Lina and said to her, “I want to see Naven,
can you send me there?”

Lina stayed for two seconds, then nodded: “Of course, no problem, but do you
know where Naven is?

How would I know where he is?

Lina tilted his head for a moment, then snapped his fingers: “I’m going to ask
my secretary. She seems to have held a city-wide secretary conference in the
afternoon. She should have met with Naven’s secretary, so I asked She, she
might know.”

So I waited for Lina to call, she finished the call very quickly, and told me with
joy: “How smart I am, I ask her if you are right, Naven has a reception tonight.”
She looked at her watch: “It’s almost the same now. It’s almost over, we went
to the door of the reception to stop him.”

Lina drove the car to the hotel again, and she turned to look at me: “Do you
want to change clothes or something, and put on some makeup.”

I had a buffet just now, and I had soy sauce on my face, so I went to the
bathroom and washed a little bit of make-up. Now I have a bare face.

I shook my head: “No, I went to see him, but he didn’t see me.”

“What do you mean? You don’t just want to see him in the car?”



“Then what else can I look at, run to him and stick it on his face?” I sighed. I
guess Naven hasn’t been able to hurt him like this since he was a child. Of a
person.

According to Naven’s character, I was so hurt. He saw that I didn’t squeeze
me to death and I was already fine. What courage do I have to come to him?
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Lina quickly drove the car to the door of the hotel, and then I asked her to stop
in a relatively secret place where the door of the hotel could be clearly seen.

Not long after her car stopped, I saw Naven walking out of the hotel.

He was wearing a dark suit, and the whole person was still so upright. Even
though her dress was darker, I still saw him in the crowd.

I don’t know what he looks like in other people’s eyes, but in my eyes he is a
luminous body.

It’s probably the first time that I have confirmed my love for Naven in my heart.

I used to be negative and refused to look directly at my own heart.

Now I won’t, I can’t be cowardly even dare not admit my emotions.

Seeing that Naven Lina was more excited than me, she kept poking me with
her finger: “Naven Naven!”

I was sorely poked by her, I nodded and said, “I know, I saw it.”

“Then, do you want me to drive the car closer, it seems a bit far away from
him.”



“Are you a fool as Naven? Don’t drive too close, I don’t want him to see me.”

“Oh,” Lina sighed, “In fact, Naven treats you differently from others, and I can
see that he treats you not only because you have his child, but how do you
say you I wonder, is it because I watched too many bitter TV dramas, how can
I think that you and him are brothers and sisters? How can there be such a
bloody story in the world?”

I don’t know why I was so obsessed at the time, and didn’t think much about
it.

“Forget it, I can’t blame you, I blame Mira and the person who bought the
appraisal center from Zhen Xian, of course you believe in science. Then you
watch it slowly, and I get off the car for a stroll.”

Lina got out of the car, and I was the only one left in the car. My whole body
was almost pressed against the front window, and I looked at Naven without
blinking.

He was chatting with a friend, and he was in a good mood. I saw him smiling
so that his white teeth were showing.

Naven looks so good when he smiles. I find that loving someone is so
brain-dead. No matter what he does, he feels good-looking.

I suddenly remembered that the night Naven went to the hotel to look for me,
he looked at me and wept with me, the crystal clear liquid winding on his
cheeks.

Seeing his smile now, it feels like a world away.

Naven is really pretty when she smiles, and being nice makes me forget the
things that make me unpleasant.



I was fascinated, Naven glanced in my direction suddenly, I immediately
squatted down reflexively, and then hit my head, tears of pain burst out.

My heart was beating suddenly and suddenly, I was very afraid that Naven
would see me walking towards me. I don’t know how I should explain why I
am here.

I squatted in the car for about a minute or two, and didn’t hear any movement,
and then carefully leaned on the window to straighten up.

Naven did not appear around my car. I was looking at the door of the hotel,
and he was not there anymore.

Maybe he didn’t find me at all, maybe he found me too lazy to come over.

I’m still a bit disappointed, although I also have a little fear, I don’t know how
Naven will react when he sees me?

Lina pulled the car door and sat in: “Naven is gone, why are you sitting here
like an ostrich?”

“I thought he saw me just now.” I was a little faint.

“When you see it, you will see it, and it will be good when you see you. Just
tell him directly. Anyway, now you know that you two are not related, so you
can directly tell you how Mira and Zhen Xian framed you and how they misled
you. Tell him again, although you removed the child, the culprit is still Mira and
the others, right?”

It seems to be like this, but I don’t know how, I still don’t want to say it.

“You won’t be like in an idol drama, where the misunderstanding between the
hero and the heroine will not be clarified until the last second of the last
episode?”



I smiled with her and patted her arm: “Hurry up and drive!”

Then I leaned on the car seat and closed my eyes. Actually, I was not sleepy
at all. Lina thought I wanted to sleep, so he turned on a very soft light music.
The sound was suppressed very low, and there was soft music flowing in the
car. , It’s a good sleep aid, but I can’t sleep.

Probably Lina was waiting for the red light and the car stopped. Later, she
squeezed my elbow vigorously, just to pinch my tingling tendons, and the pain
made me cry.

“Livia Livia, look, Naven is on your left, next to my car!”

I quickly opened my eyes and looked in the direction of Lina, and I saw
Naven’s car.

Naven was sitting in the co-pilot and was playing with his mobile phone. The
light from the mobile phone touched his face. Now I can see more clearly.

I don’t know what’s wrong. I think he seems to be thinner. Is it because when
one person cares about another person too much, he always feels thinner.

I was too far away from the hotel entrance just now, and I didn’t see him too
clearly. Now that we are no more than three meters apart, I can take a very
close look.

He looked at the phone with special concentration. I suddenly forgot the way
Naven looked at me before. I don’t know what his eyes look like when he is
looking at me now.

I watched too intently. Suddenly Naven raised his head from his mobile phone
and took a look in our direction. I didn’t notice it. It wasn’t until I collided with
his eyes that I got out of my seat in shock. Jumped up.



“Naven saw me, he saw me!”

I was thinking what kind of expression I should give him. After his car is forced
to stop our car, how should I explain to him that I will be here?

Why didn’t you go abroad?

Should I tell him everything I know?

Should I explain to him why I was so abnormal before?

However, I have too much mental activity, and things have not developed as I
did.

Naven just glanced at me, then retracted his gaze to continue looking down at
his mobile phone.

I was shocked, I didn’t expect this to happen.

I thought Naven would see me as excited as I saw him.

Even if it is not so excited, at least it will not be as calm as it is now. Seeing
me is like seeing a stranger.

The red light was off, the green light was on, and Naven’s car quickly drove
away.

Lina glanced at me pityingly, and then started the car and asked me, “Should I
catch up?”
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Do you want to catch up? I don’t think it is necessary!



What can we do if we catch up?

Naven is so indifferent to me, I believe he must have seen me, his eyesight is
so good, it makes no sense that he can’t see the two cars so close.

So what am I going to say to him?

Explain to him why everything happened before?

Tell him I was framed by Mira?

Although this is true, I don’t seem to have the confidence.

I didn’t know what I thought, and then I became cowardly.

I shook my head with Lina and said, “No, let’s go back without catching up.”

“Oh.” Lina looked at me again, are you sure? Will not regret it?

If you have any regrets, they are all in the same city, not the end of the world,
and you can see them if you want to meet and find opportunities. “

“Goodbye you are also sneaky, why can’t you face him face to face?”

“Lina,” I was weak: “I’m almost sleepy, can I go home?”

“Well, go home.”

Lina turned around and drove in the direction of the villa.

I learned two particularly shocking news today, but I was shocked, and it
seemed that the look in Naven’s eyes was not heavier.



Therefore, a sentence often mentioned in romantic novels may not be wrong.

That’s what can hurt you the most, it’s often the people you love the most.

On the contrary, Naven might have been hurt the most by me.

I went back to Lina’s villa, went to the bathroom listlessly, and sat listlessly at
the dressing table to blow my hair.

Lina is going to sleep with me tonight, she said she is afraid of ghosts.

This person doesn’t even believe in ghosts. Lina has always been confused
and courageous. Not to mention that she is afraid of ghosts. Her nickname is
the famous ghosts.

At that time, the roommates in our university dormitory watched horror movies
together. Everyone was afraid to go out to the bathroom at night, and they
dragged Lina to accompany us.

Then Lina shut herself in the toilet for a long time and didn’t come out. We
asked her what she was doing. She said, “Isn’t it said that I lit a match in the
bathroom at 12 o’clock in the middle of the night and I could see the hanged
ghost by looking up? There is a pack of matches, and I haven’t seen the
hanged ghost.”

Since then, Linagui’s nickname of sorrow has spread like wildfire.

We said that the ghost saw her and she was worried and dare not come.

I knew that Lina was afraid that I was too irritated today and couldn’t accept it,
so he said he wanted to sleep with me.



I was blowing my hair in front of the dressing table, and Lina had volunteered
to help me blow it.

Lina has always had short hair, and I doubt that she can’t blow her hair at all,
because she makes my hair messy.

I remembered that Naven once helped me blow my hair. His technique is very
gentle. He likes to wrap my hair with his fingers. Every time he moves, I think
of a lyric: lingering on the horizon.

Although the lyrics are a little bit down to the teeth, but at the time I felt very
suitable for the situation.

Lina fiddled with my hair: “Livia, your hair is so soft, you seem to have never
cut short hair before, and you must look good when you cut short hair.”

“Then make sense!” I said.

“No, you want to cut your hair short?” Lina bent down and looked at me
curiously: “You wouldn’t be so angry because you were stimulated by Naven
today.”

I looked at her in the mirror: “Suddenly I want to have a haircut, I suddenly
want to change my image, change myself.”

Lina was very excited: “Yes, yeah, changing your image can change your
mood. What kind of hairstyle do you want to cut?”

“Cut a neat short hair, the kind of cold and ruthless female killer.”

Lina is even more excited than I am: “Well, well, we will have a haircut early in
the morning tomorrow morning and change our image, then what?”



“Then no matter what the reason for Mira, she killed my dad, and I want her to
pay for it. She killed my child. She snatched the shares that she gave me.
How could she snatch me? How to get it back.”

“Pretty!” Lina patted his thigh with excitement, “Livia, do you know that the
firmness and fierceness in your eyes when you say these words is something
I have never seen before, Livia,” she supported me On the shoulders: “Will
you really get revenge? Will you really get back everything you have been
pitted by Mira?”

“Of course it will. As long as it belongs to me, I will get my man back.”

“Pretty!” Lina jumped up excitedly: “That’s what I want, Livia, I have always
wanted to see you like this. It’s not good to fight against the world in this
world. Just like Smith Jianqi, I know He didn’t want Joe’s shares, and he didn’t
want to snatch me, but he didn’t want to deal with his mother. He ended up
hiding in a foreign country with ease. He is also selfish.”

“I understand.” I combed my tousled hair that was blown by Lina and
straightened it with a comb. “Actually, I am selfish, whether it is the Virgin or
green tea, but I just want to complete myself. Set it up. In fact, I’m selfish to
put it bluntly. No matter what happened in the past, I always looked like the
world was harassing what to do with me. Lina, I am a daughter, and I have
been I’m a mother, I’m still your friend, and I’m Naven’s lover, so I am
responsible for you. I can’t shrink everything and treat it as a worldly expert.”

Lina suddenly held my face with two hands, and I saw tears gleaming in her
eyes.

I actually told Lina to cry. I knew it was not how attractive my language was,
but that she waited too long for today.

Lina is the best friend in the world, she never kidnap me with his suit, she is
waiting for the day when I transform.



It may not be metamorphosis, but I told me it was myself, at least I should
change.

The word “uncontested” is not a commendatory word in my dictionary now.

After drying our hair, Lina and I lay on the bed and looked at the ceiling.

Lina asked me: “Livia, you are firm, are you going to back down?”

“No.” I answered her firmly.

“What about Brother Boat, he transferred your papers, will you be held
accountable?”

“Yes.” I turned my head and looked at Lina: “He is a lawyer, but he has no
professional ethics. No matter what his motivation, he did what he shouldn’t
do.”

“But if you expose him, he may not be able to be a lawyer in his entire life.”

“Then he can at least be a human being.” I sighed a long sigh. The halo of the
ceiling lamp on the ceiling projected on the wall like a blooming rose: “Joe, will
you support me?”

“Of course, Livia.”
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Early the next morning, Lina and I both got up very early, and then she was
going to take me to the beauty salon to change my image and make a facelift.

But we forgot that the beauty salon did not open so early. We were in front of
the store at 8:30, but the door was closed.



We smiled bitterly at each other, Lina said, or else we should have another
breakfast?

His suggestion was good, so we went to eat biscuits, fried dough sticks and
soy milk. It’s been a long time since I had such a down-to-earth breakfast. I
ate two rice balls in a row and almost didn’t let myself to death.

After we had our breakfast, the beauty salon opened.

There is a barber that Lina knows well, and the barber helped her cut her
short hair.

I seldom take care of my hair, because I always have long hair. As long as it
grows longer, I cut my tail a little bit shorter, and it’s not hot or dyed.

Lina said to her hairdresser: “Cut my sisters’ hair short, and you can cut her
whatever the cold-blooded female killer is.”

The hairdresser stared at her and said, “Miss Joe, what kind of hairstyle is the
cold-blooded female killer?”

“In short, I want to cut out my sisters to meet the Buddha and kill the Buddha
and meet the gods to kill the gods.”

The barber is quite distressed, this request is a bit excessive.

I sat in a chair with my eyes closed and waited for my killer hairstyle to come
out. Lina’s request was really embarrassing to others. My hair has been well
groomed for more than two hours.

I was about to fall asleep in the chair. Finally, the barber patted me on the
shoulder, took the cloth around me, and said to me, “Miss Livia, can you see
this? I raised my head and looked into the mirror. Looking in the past, I have



never cut short hair before, and I don’t know what it looks like when I cut short
hair.

A face appeared in the mirror. The hair was short without sideburns, and all
the ears were exposed, except for the not long bangs on the forehead.

In fact, to be honest, my short hair looks really good. Lina looked left and right
with his arm and was not satisfied: “A fan without an overbearing president is
a bit like a TV broadcaster.”

“That’s it.” The barber helped me comb my bangs with the starting glue: “Do
you think this is more imposing?”

After applying the hairspray, I showed a full forehead, capable short hair and
my firm eyes at this moment, I really feel that there is such a shameless
domineering female president.

Sometimes the appearance is just an aid, and the aura starts from the heart.

After I finished my hair, Lina took me to buy clothes.

Yesterday and Lina bought a lot, but she said that the suit for a strong woman
is indispensable. The suit, high heels and the abstinent shirt are three-piece
suits for the domineering female president.

“It should be accompanied by a dismissive and stern expression.” Lina held
my face and said to me: “It’s the kind of heavenly king Lao Tzu in front of me,
but I’m just the kind of uneasy energy, Livia, eyes, Look sharper!”

No matter how fierce it is, I will almost be cross-eyed.

In fact, changing my image is not the most important thing. If I don’t have a
firm heart, even if I look like Hades, it won’t work.



But I feel that my heart is very firm and strong at this moment, and I have a
clear goal what to do next.

The high-heeled shoes that Lina bought me are almost 8 cm long, and I
almost caught up with Lina when I put them on.

She nodded with satisfaction: “Well, yes, the aura is 8 kilometers.”

80,000 meters are useless, we can’t find investment, and it’s useless to dress
like a bossy president.

“The bidding meeting for the project I mentioned started at about 3:00 this
afternoon, and I won the opportunity to attend.”

“Tender meeting? What name shall we bid for?”

“Of course we don’t have any. We haven’t brought in investment until now. It’s
okay to look around in the past.”

That’s the only way. Lina looked at me and suddenly his eyes lit up: “Why
don’t we go to Naven, he is so rich.”

In fact, I have thought about this question. Now that Lina and I are in the
current situation, it is very unlikely that I would like to find someone to help us,
but if I go to Naven, it may still be possible.

I was hesitating, but Lina insisted on urging me: “I was bidding in the
afternoon. I lost this opportunity and I don’t know when I can wait for this
opportunity. This bidding is internal. I don’t know. If we take down this project,
then we will go out and place the bid to find a partner, and we will definitely
attract Mira. Then I will register a company in the name of a friend of my
secretary, Mira will definitely I don’t know the inside story. This is the first step
to ask you to enter the urn.”



I also know that, so I was moved by Lina’s words.

But last night I met Naven. He looked at me with a particularly indifferent eyes.
I don’t know if he will pay attention to me if I look for him?

But how can I know if I don’t try it?

What if it works?

I still remember that just a few days ago, Naven tried hard to persuade me to
change my mind. It shouldn’t be a few short days before he lost all interest in
me, right?

I hesitated for a long time, struggling in my heart for a long time, decided to
call Naven first to find out the wind.

Whether he wants it or not, I tried it anyway.

So I took out the phone and dialed Naven’s number.

I knew his phone number very well. After I got it right, before I could press the
dial button, Ruan Ling called.

I connected Ruan Ling’s phone first, and she fumbled on the phone:
“President, I don’t know if I should tell you something?”

“What’s the matter?” Ruan Ling has always been a pretty straightforward
person and rarely hesitates like this.

“I thought for a long time and decided to tell you, because even if I kept it from
you, you will know it sooner or later when the news comes out.”



“What the hell is going on?” I was not curious at first, but when Ruan Ling said
this, I was a little anxious: “If you have anything to say, please say it!”

“President, this is the case. I heard Mira’s secretary in the secretary room
today saying that Mira is going to be engaged to Naven.”

Ruan Ling’s voice became smaller and smaller, but my head seemed to have
lost a thunder, and it exploded with a buzz.

I heard my own voice asking uncertainly: “No?”

“At first, I thought the news was fake. Then I saw Naven came to the company
to pick up flute and poems and heard the secretary say that the two of them
were going to try the wedding dress.”

My heart is messed up, I don’t know what I’m thinking.

Lina ran over and took the phone in my hand and listened for a while, then
hung up the phone and took my hand: “Anyway, we have to verify it. Ruan
Ling told me which one they are going to go to later. The bridal shop, don’t
you know after a glance?”
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Lina pulled me into the car and ran all the way like that bridal shop.

She turned her head to look at my expression as she drove: “Livia, I think it
should be impossible. Naven doesn’t like her, why would he be engaged to
her?”

This can’t be said, even if Naven doesn’t like her, but if Naven’s personality is
consistent with me, I’d be hurt so badly that he would marry Mira and get
revenge on me. It’s not impossible.



What would happen to me if Naven really married Mira?

Will I fight for it? I do not know.

Lina drove the car near the bridal shop, and I saw Naven’s car parked at the
door at a glance.

I hesitated, Lina jumped out of the car first, then helped me open the door and
drag me down.

“Go take a look and confirm.”

I took a deep breath, and walked toward the bridal shop.

The bridal shop has floor-to-ceiling glass windows. I only need to stand
outside the window to see the scene inside.

It was so coincidental that I saw Naven and Mira choosing wedding dresses
together. All the managers, store managers and employees in the bridal shop
surrounded them and explained to them excitedly.

I can’t hear what they are talking about, but Naven is going to be engaged to
Mira, which is a big deal for them.

There is no need to talk about the status of Naven in Rovandel. Mira, because
of the great handwork these few times, she is now a female president and a
hot business celebrity who holds the power of Ron family. Of course, she has
attracted everyone’s attention. degree.

I looked at them with a demented expression, Mira’s expression was very
happy, feeling bathed in love.



As for Naven, it is hard to see his emotions, because he never put emotions
on his face.

However, he listened very carefully to those people’s introductions, and then
personally picked a wedding dress for Mira to give her a try.

At this time, Lina was still comforting me: “Just picking a wedding dress
together doesn’t mean that maybe it’s helping others to pick it, maybe it’s
because of some activities. Cosplay is also possible.”

Is there any cosplay that needs to wear a wedding dress and Naven wears a
dress with her?

Mira changed into her wedding dress and walked to the window again.

The tailoring of this dress is very simple, but at first glance, the master’s
hand-written flute and poems are originally beautiful. This dress lining her is
even more charming than a flower.

Some time ago, Mira was as thin as a ghost, but now the charm has returned
to her, her eyes are full of expression, and she is different from the previous
one.

Love can drive a person into hell, and it can also lift that person into heaven.

I stood looking out the window and stared, completely forgetting my identity as
a voyeur.

So Mira saw me, and I met her eyes. I wanted to hide, but she already saw
me.

So I just stood where I was. She was a little surprised after seeing me but
didn’t panic. Even a smile appeared on the corner of her lips. I could
understand that smile, it was a smile of victory.



She tilted her head at me, and then suddenly beckoned to me.

She was telling me to go in, and Lina also saw that she pushed me: “Go in,
and what about her?”

Yes, I’m afraid of her. If it were before, I might have escaped, but now I am not
the same as before.

Look at my new hairstyle, the cold-blooded female killer fan, isn’t it?

I raised my head and straightened my back and walked into the bridal shop.

Naven should have gone in to change dresses. There are no other people in
the shop except us. It is estimated that this shop only serves them now.

Mira came to me and stopped in front of me.

She is in very good condition, her skin is white to glow, her figure is slender,
and her waist is slender, but she is not too thin and terrible.

In such a short period of time, Mira has adjusted itself so well.

She saw that I no longer raised the gentle smile as before, but instead pulled
out a sour and mean smile on her lips.

She looked at me up and down: “I almost didn’t recognize it. You changed
your hair style and put on clothes that don’t match your temperament at all.
Did Lina help you match it? Tsk Tsk, Livia, This is not for you. Maybe you
overestimate yourself. Even if you wear this kind of clothes, you are still a
cowardly and incompetent Livia, a Livia who can be slaughtered.”

Lina next to me was about to jump up, I grabbed Lina by the wrist and shook
her head.



There is no need to quarrel with her here, even if I win the quarrel, what will
happen to the bloody scolding her?

Since I learned the secret of Mira yesterday, and saw her today, she is no
longer the image I had before.

What a sinister and ugly heart is under her beautiful appearance.

I looked at her and didn’t smile. She thought I was sad and sad, but her smile
became more and more obvious.

“Livia, didn’t you think that you robbed me of my things and gave them back to
me now. Don’t worry, I will definitely invite you on my wedding day, and please
witness how I beat you.”

“It’s just an engagement, Mira, you should understand in your heart that if
Naven really wants to marry you, you can get married directly. What kind of
engagement ceremony will you do? Everything is done for me to stimulate
me.” I said lightly. Smiling and looking at Mira: “You know that Naven doesn’t
love you. If I dump him, he will naturally find someone to stimulate me. The
best candidate for that person is you.”

I saw the smile on Mira’s lips suddenly closed, her eyes widened, and she
stared at me with bitterness and hatred: “Don’t be pretentious, Livia, you are
just next to Naven. A passerby, you think he really loves you, he is only
interested in you temporarily, and now he has lost all interest in you!”

Mira was angry, and I angered Mira so easily.

She was not like this before, it seems that what I said has entered her heart.

“It doesn’t matter whether he loses interest in me or not. The important thing is
whether your wedding will actually take place. The engagement ceremony is
so beautiful. If I were you, I would never be so happy.”



Mira turned out Fenfen’s face turned pale and her eyes darkened.

Her eyes seemed to shoot sharp arrows, shooting me through.

At this moment, Naven walked out of the fitting room.

He changed into a black dress. Compared to the women’s wedding dresses,
the men’s dresses seemed a bit monotonous.

It’s not the first time I saw Naven wear a dress. He also wore a dress at my
wedding. I was thinking at the time that such a good-looking man is worth a
fake marriage.

Chapter 456
I didn’t expect that Naven and I met again on such an occasion, and he was
wearing a gown that was going to be engaged to Mira.

Although I know very well in my heart, he did this not because he loved Mira,
but because he wanted to use Mira to hit me.

But I still feel uncomfortable.

Because the way he looked at me was completely different from the way he
came to look for me in the hotel a few days ago.

He was indifferent as if I was just a clerk in a bridal shop.

There is not such a famous saying in romance novels: The most painful injury
is to ignore.

At this moment, Naven seemed to ignore me yesterday, he didn’t seem to see
me, and his gaze lightly passed from my face.



I must be sad, but I can also pretend to be nonchalant.

Acting things like acting may require talent, and I think I seem to have such
talent.

When Naven walked to Mira’s side, Mira took advantage of the situation and
inserted his arm into Naven’s arm, and then leaned his head on his shoulder:
“Well, your dress is pretty, but It doesn’t seem to

match the dress on my body.” “If you don’t match it, I’ll match it with you until I
match it.” Naven stretched out his hand and hugged her shoulders hard,
lowered his head and smiled and said to her.

His tone can be described as petting, I really heard goose bumps.

But I also heard a little bit of fake and ah, I was almost 100% sure that Naven
did it to me on purpose.

I didn’t expect him to be so naive. Naive, I think he shouldn’t do such a thing.

“Did you not see Livia?” When Naven was about to turn around and continue
to change his dress, Mira took his hand and asked softly.

“I didn’t see it.” Jade Jinping replied, “Where is he? Is there such a person?”

Then he went to the fitting room to change clothes, and Mira’s mouth raised a
very proud smile, and she spread her hands to me: “What? Naven hates you
more than I thought.”

I shrugged and followed. Lina turned around: “Let’s go!”

“Livia!” Mira called me: “Give me a mailing address, and I will let someone
send the invitation to you.”



“Oral notification will do,” I told her Say: “Don’t use invitation cards for
engagement. It feels weird. It won’t be too late for you to send invitation cards
when you get married to Naven.” By

saying that, Mira was so angry, because I Seeing her

anger quickly appeared in her eyes: “I haven’t seen you for a few days, who
did you teach you? Romance novels?” I angered Mira so quickly, and there
was a little sense of accomplishment in my heart.

Suddenly I found that irritating others is quite cool. I want to see Mira mad in
my sight, just as hysterical as Cora.

I used to think that Cora and Mira were completely different. Now I think they
are exactly the same on some levels. Cora is no better than Cora, but she is
more sinister.

I confirmed the engagement between Naven and Mira, so even if I win Mira
with my tongue, this fact still makes me very sad and frustrated.

I don’t know if this is Naven’s method to retaliate against me. There are
thousands of ways to avenge me. Why use this one? But it just hits me, right?

Lina drove me away, and she asked me, “Livia, do you need to go where to
calm down?”

I shook my head and turned to look at her: “My mood is quite calm.”

“It looks quite calm .” “Yes.” She studied me carefully: “But you are too calm,
as if there are some abnormalities.”

She immediately comforted me: “Just like you said, Naven really wanted to
marry Mira, so he could get married directly, and even got involved. What kind



of engagement? Isn’t it just to stimulate you? This shows that Naven really
likes you.”

I don’t know if Lina’s analysis is correct, but she comforted me very
successfully.

I smiled at her: “Anyway, it seems that Naven’s road is broken. The possibility
of finding him to invest in us is now gone.”

“Yes!” Lina sighed, “Originally. Naven is still a good candidate. It doesn’t work
anymore. No matter.” She looked at her watch: “Let’s have lunch and go to the
bidding meeting in the afternoon. Anyway, it’s good to go and take a chance.”

So I went to try our luck with Lina, Lina is very magical, we do not belong to
any company, actually can enter the bidding meeting.

We also dressed up in disguise, Lina said that it is best not to let anyone
recognize us, if it reaches Mira’s ears, I am afraid she will be a little
precautionary in the future.

So Lina disguised us very carefully, but I think if someone I know sees that we
can’t recognize us, then he is a fool.

Just like in martial arts novels, the heroine disguised herself as a man, and
the heroes who spent time with her day and night couldn’t see it. What kind of
heroes should this IQ be?

The prospects for this big project of the bidding meeting are quite good.

There is just one thing. The initial investment required is too large. Although
the bid can be split afterwards, it is still necessary for someone to vote for the
bid in the early stage and then divide the bid.



So even though the project is very attractive, no one dares to chew on this fat,
but very hard bone.

I was a little nervous. I was worried that someone would vote for the bid. We
completely lost the opportunity.

However, even if we are given this opportunity now, we do not have this
ability.

“Why didn’t Mira come to bid?” I asked Lina in a low voice.

“She is waiting for others to divide the bid. Do you think she can get the first
bid with her current strength? She wants to take it. I heard Ruan Ling said that
she had several meetings and wanted to take this bid down, but the top level
of the company They all strongly opposed it.”

“Finished finished finished.” Joe Yi suddenly a series of muttering: “Some
people pay a tender, the standard one would dare to win, if only one person
pay the tender, then he would firmly put this to win the.”

Post The bid was a young man. Our eyes followed his bid and returned to his
position.

We don’t know that man, but another young man sitting next to him made me
and Lina straighten our eyes.

“It’s so familiar.” Lina hit me with his elbow: “Is it familiar?”

Not only was it familiar, but I was still familiar.

I muttered softly, using a volume that only me and Lina could hear: “It’s
Russel.”



Chapter 457
It is not surprising to meet Russel on this occasion. He has resigned long ago,
and now he has inherited his biological father’s property, and is a veritable
chaebol.

Lina recognized it too, and whispered to me: “It’s Russel, everyone around
Naven is not in the pool. He took over his dad’s business after he took over
his father’s business. That’s it. If he takes the header this time, then forget
about other companies, let alone us.”

Yes, I also know that there were not many bidders in the original, and coupled
with the strength of Russel so good, we just came to watch and be a crowd.

The first half of the bidding meeting ended very quickly, and the second half
was to announce the winner.

“It seems that the organizer has received three bids in total, and Russel will
undoubtedly win. Compared with the other two companies, Russel has a
deeper career and more strength in the company. This time he will win.”

I don’t need Lina to say that I understand, I laughed with her, don’t say we
don’t have a company, if we have a company, it’s also an escort.

During the break, we had something to eat at the free buffet provided by the
organizer. When we checked our mobile phone, we saw the news that Naven
and Mira were getting engaged.

The two of them are very high-profile. It seems that everyone in the world
knows that they are planning to get married. It is just an engagement. The
media actually opened a special topic. From their previous relationship to the
breakup and then to the current compound engagement, they wrote a big talk.
, Like a whole stinky long-length TV series with long footwear.



As for me, I didn’t mention a single word, as if there was no such person as
me.

Also, um, now the media is busy praising their evocative love, if you mention
me, wouldn’t it be a shame?

When I was swiping my phone, a person stood in front of me: “Livia, what a
coincidence?”

The sound is very familiar, and when I look up, people are more familiar.

He is Russel, I stood up and saw him a little embarrassed.

Because it was on my phone that I was viewing the news about Naven’s
engagement, I quickly turned off the phone and smiled sly: “Russel, hello.”

This is the first time we have met since Russel confessed to me under the
pressure of Naven last time.

“Actually, I recognized you at the conference just now. It seems that you are
also interested in this project?”

Russel recognized me at a glance?

Lina’s meticulously disguised and dressed up for me is useless at all, is it not
obvious to others?

“Of course I am interested. People who can do business with such a good
project are definitely interested, but not everyone has that kind of strength.”
Lina immediately stood up and said to Russel.

“If you are interested, you can also participate. If I get the bid, I can assign
them to you.”



“The sub-marks are boring. Take the header if you want.”

“Then have you submitted the tender?”

I shook my head: “No, we currently don’t have that much funding.”

Russel took a deep look at me, then nodded: “I have something to do over
there, I’ll go first.”

Russel just came over to say hello to us, and then he left.

Lina kept looking at the people’s back: “By all accounts, Russel is also
considered a diamond-level Wang Laowu. He is handsome and polite, and he
is still a wealthy man.”

“You are fancy, I’ll introduce it for you.”

“Russel is too gentle, I don’t like this one.” Lina shook his head: “But I like his
money. By the way, didn’t you say that Russel confessed to you last time? Do
you want to tell him? It’s close to the set, see if it’s possible.”

“You can pull it down.” I don’t feel embarrassed if I don’t say this. “What do
you mention this well? I tell you, you must not say this in front of others.”

“I know it, I know very well in my heart, what kind of friendship can make him
give us the header, even Naven can’t do it! I tell you that all these
businessmen are only profitable, usually They don’t blink when they ask him
to give you a few limited edition bags for a house, but when it comes to doing
business, they will even count a copper plate with you clearly.”

Lina knows it. I’m really afraid that she will get mad and tell Russel some
things that she doesn’t have. Then how can people get down?



The bidding meeting in the second half has begun, and the winner will be
announced soon.

Lina bit my ears with me: “The organizer is not a fool. They have extended the
discussion time and will definitely give this project to the most capable
person.”

“That’s for sure, can it be given to us?”

The organizers quickly announced who the winning company was. There was
almost no suspense. Russel’s company got it. The atmosphere in the venue
reached a climax. Some people envied and sighed, and congratulated Russel.

If you get this standard, you can make money. It’s just that you have invested
more in the early stage. Many medium-sized companies don’t have that much
strength.

“It’s weird that Naven didn’t get a share of the pie.” Lina whispered to me.

“Naven is now busy getting engaged. Besides, there are already many
classifications of the Jade family’s industries. It is normal that he does not
want to get involved anymore.”

“I think he is giving him this old friend a chance!”

“What an old friend said so ugly, I said that Naven is not gay.”

“Hey, you still show him so much today, he is going to be engaged to Mira.”

“If you don’t say this, will you die?” Finally, my attention was mostly attracted
by this bidding conference, and now I remembered when she mentioned it.



It is false to say that it is not sad. No matter what Naven’s purpose is, I always
feel a little lost in my heart.

I took a look at Russel’s side, and many people were surrounding it. I said to
Lina, “Let’s go.”

“Well, I have to go, what else can I do? Would you ask Mira to find Russel for
such a good opportunity?”

Then I don’t know, but I think Mira will be busy taking a share of the pie. Now
those people around Russel know it, because most of the people who came to
this bidding meeting today were not here to get it. This bidding is just waiting
for someone to come and divide the table after they have taken the bid.
People are not stupid to know that they can’t spend so much money at one
time so they can’t be the tip of the pyramid, be loyal, and eat small fish.

I walked out of the meeting with Lina and got into his car. Lina was about to
drive. Someone came knocking on our car window and we didn’t know him.

He said to me politely: “Ms. Ron, Miss Smith, trouble your car to follow ours.
Mr. Russel wants to talk to you about something.”

Chapter 458
Russel talks to us about things, what things does he talk to us about?

I exchanged glances with Lina, and then she nodded at me: “Yes, then let’s
follow along and see what he wants to talk to us.”

The man left, Lina started the car and followed the car in front of Russel.

“No matter what Russel wants to talk to us, there shouldn’t be any bad things.”
Lina was suddenly excited: “Do you think Russel wants to talk to us about
bidding? Is he going to give us the bid? “



“You are so beautiful.” Thinking about it, I didn’t think it was possible: “Don’t
make me so attractive, even if he is willing to let us, the two of us don’t even
have a company, do you spend so much money? ?.”

“Bid dismantling is fine. Bid dismantling is different from sub-bending. Sub-bid
only means that many projects in this project are separated to other
companies and subcontracted to them, but bid dismantling is the cooperation
of two companies. Livia, I I think you have this charm now.” Lina drove the car
and stretched out his hand, and raised my chin frivolously: “Little girl, your
charm is great.”

I don’t think so, maybe Russel wants to tell me about Naven?

We have been following Russel’s car for a long time, and we drove outside of
a courtyard.

Looking from the outside to the inside, it should be a private residence, very
antique and quite artistic. I think it matches the temperament of Russel.

This may be Russel’s residence. What he wanted to talk about when he
brought us to his residence suddenly felt a little nervous.

Our car followed his car into the garden and then stopped in the garage.

Russel got out of the car, and we got out of the car too.

We followed into the living room of his menion. The decoration inside was
quite old-fashioned. The living room was large, with antiques placed on the
exquisite carved frame, but it wouldn’t make people feel rich.

In short, it is the kind of low-key luxury.

Russel invited us to sit, and then ordered tea and refreshments.



When the fragrant green tea was placed in front of us, Russel was straight to
the point.

“I know you are here today for this bid, and don’t want to divide the bid, right?”

“It’s a little overwhelming.” I was embarrassed: “Although we have this idea,
we don’t have the strength right now. We just want to come over and
observe.”

“Then are you still interested in this project now?”

“Of course I am interested.” Lina’s eyes opened wide: “What about Russel, do
you want to give us this bid or cooperate with us?”

I really don’t know where Lina’s confidence comes from. If it is to divide the
bid, then we may be bankrupt and we can still collect a little money.

But now she asks others to demolish the bid, which means that the project
investment money is divided into half, and we are now going back and selling
all the real estate without paying that much money.

“The contract for demolition is here.” Russel pushed a folder in front of us:
“You can take a look.”

Lina took it over and opened it. I moved my head over. This is a very neat
contract for demolition. How the entire project is carried out, how it is
completed, what responsibilities each party performs, and how the division
should be divided. , But I don’t seem to be the only one who has not seen the
amount of investment in the bid demolition.

“Then how much is the investment in this bid demolition project?”

“If it’s not written in the contract, there will be no.”



I can’t understand the words: “What do you mean?”

I was still stupid. Lina bumped my arm and lay on my ear and bit my ear: “Are
you stupid? Russel means to open the label with us first, and when we divide
the money, we Then reduce our investment and get back the money we have
allocated.”

I can’t believe how there is such a good thing in the world.

Although Lina was whispering to me, there were only three of us in the living
room, and I think Russel should have heard it too.

I looked up and asked Russel: “Really? Is it what Lina said?”

Russel nodded: “Miss Smith is right, it’s like this.”

“What you mean is that we divide the project half and half with you, but if we
don’t invest money in the early stage, you have to invest all the funds for the
project, and then you have to share it with us. No matter how you look at this
business, it is a loss.”

“Whether to pay or not? I have the final say.” Russel smiled: “I know you are
very interested in this project, and there may be deeper intentions. Then I
don’t care, as long as it doesn’t affect my whole For the project, I know that
you have no funds in the early stage, so as Miss Smith said, when the project
starts to pay dividends, you can reduce the investment amount and take away
the part that belongs to you.”

I know the truth, but I really don’t understand why Russel did this?

“Russel, I think that human favors belong to human favors and business
belongs to business.”



“I am not such a confused person, I also know what I am doing, Livia, such a
good opportunity may not be encountered in some people’s life, so when this
opportunity is in front of you, you should not shirk anymore. , Accept it.”

“Yes, yes, accept it!” Lina picked up the contract and read it carefully. When
she used to be the president of Smith’s, she touched these things every day.
She believed that there should be nothing wrong. I totally trust and disagree. ,
But suddenly receiving such a big favor from others made me feel very
uneasy.

Russel smiled and held up the teacup in his hand: “If you have no comments,
you can sign the spin-off contract. One of them is stored with the lawyer.
Come and toast to our cooperation.”

I was still in a daze, Lina picked up the tea cup and glanced at me with the
white of his eyes: “Hurry up and pick up the tea cup, let’s meet Russel.”

I hesitated not to carry the tea cup, Lina raised my cup and touched Russel
with one hand and the other.

I was still hesitating, Lina picked up the brush and signed his name.

We signed a contract without her even in a company, and I said, “In what
name did you sign with Russel, personally?”

“The company is not in a hurry. All the business of this project can be in the
name of my company, but you have the right to participate in the
decision-making power of the project.” After Russel finished speaking, he
looked at his watch: “I have something else. You can take another look at the
contract, then I’ll leave.”

In just 20 minutes, Russel turned me into a partner, even without spending a
penny on me.



How can I think about how this thing is a bit weird.

Chapter 459
Russel greeted us, and then he left.

He still has things to do, and he manages everything.

He allows us to sit here as long as we want, and can slowly study the spin-off
contract in our hands.

There are only two people left in the living room, Lina and I, and I can finally
speak freely.

Lina happily held the contract and k*ssed several times: “Fair general, Livia,
you are really my blessed general, I said you have great charm, so that all the
men in this world will be willing to help you. Pay the bill.”

“You are nervous.” Pushed Lina a bit: “What nonsense are you talking about?
I haven’t made a noise about why Russel did this until now.”

Suet likes you. This is not clear enough. Think about it. At that time, you were
Naven’s wife and he dared to confess to you. Now you have no relationship
with Naven for a dime, you say He is very sincere to chase you with a project.
“

“No.” Lina said that, I was even more disturbed: “Then I can’t accept it even
more.”

“He didn’t give it to you. Besides, you are single now. You have the right to
accept any man’s pursuit of you.”



“Can I not accept it?” If it was Johane who said that, then I was even more
disturbed.

“Anyway, I have already signed it, so I just said that this matter is not a loss for
Suet.”

“If you think about it, he invested all the funds alone, and in the end he still
has to give us points. How can he make a profit without losing it?”

“But when we take the share in the later period, we have to count the funds he
invested in the early period. You are a fool of Russel.”

“But we don’t need to invest in the early stage!”

“Otherwise, Russel is very shrewd. He knows that we are both poor and white
now. It is better to give charcoal in the snow than icing on the cake.” Lina
happily closed the contract: “I will find a familiar lawyer to take a look, Brother
Boat OK?” After he finished speaking, he paused and looked at me: “Brother
Boat is not good, forget it, I’ll find someone else.”

Lina stood up and pulled me up: “Walk around, find a place to have a drink
and celebrate.”

“Do you really intend to accept this contract?”

“Do you think Russel can’t see what we are eager to do with this project? Of
course, it is for Mira. Now that Mira is so strong, she has pushed herself to the
forefront of the storm, and she has made such a large acquisition for others.
It’s also a threat for big companies, so even if Russel’s move helps us, he is
selfish, understand!”

Lina patted me on the shoulder: “Go, have a drink.”

What Lina said seemed to be the case.



I got into Lina’s car and sat in the back seat and kept looking at the scenery
outside the window.

I listened to what Lina said just now. When he said that the opportunity is right
in front of him, if you confirm it, you should grab it without hesitation instead of
making meaningless pushes.

Lina’s car drove to the city center, and I saw Mira on the LCD screen of a
commercial building in the city center.

Now she is the darling of the finance and entertainment industry, and she is
always invited to do interviews.

I couldn’t hear what Mira was talking about through the window glass, but she
was really ugly when she talked.

I took out my phone and turned it on. The video Xue Wen gave me also had
Mira’s face, which was completely different from the one on the big screen
now.

In the video, her eyes were cold and merciless. She was so calm during the
whole process of discussing with someone about killing his father, without
even the slightest hesitation.

Well, I made the decision almost in an instant. I patted Joe’s shoulder. He was
driving and turning his head to ask me, “What’s wrong?”

“I decided to accept the contract that Russel gave me.”

“What do you mean by you have decided? Didn’t it have been finalized just
now?” Lina turned his head and continued to drive: “If you hesitate about
Livia, I won’t care about you. We all know that this opportunity may last a
lifetime. Only once. If you miss it, you will never come again. I know you are
not worried about your conspiracy, you just don’t want to accept any kindness



from Russel to you. Sometimes there are things that cannot be separated so
clearly.”

What Lina said is right. I don’t think so much anymore. I just raise my head
and open my mouth to catch the pie that fell from the sky. I am still thinking
about the logic of why it fell.

It was getting late, and Lina drove me directly to the door of a bar club.

She told me: “This is the highest standard in Rovandel. There is one person in
the bar. I want to treat.”

We are the typical skinny camels that are bigger than horses. It doesn’t matter
if this kind of small money is occasionally scattered.

Lina and I walked to the door of the bar, but were stopped by someone
unexpectedly.

Lina took out his wallet and drew a card from it: “I have a member, eldest
brother, you have to remember people’s faces in the future. Don’t let me take
out the membership card. It’s very troublesome.”

“I know, Miss Smith, but someone has already booked the venue today.”

“The membership system is also reserved. Do you think this is a movie
theater?” Lina sneered.

“Someone really booked the venue. Maybe you know the person who booked
the venue.” The security guard suddenly looked at me, and he looked at me
with ease. ?

“Who is so arrogant to book a place? You must know that the drinks inside are
thousands of bottles, and the minimum consumption of the book is not less
than 1 million.



“Miss Livia gave out 2 million,” said the security guard: “President Ron, Miss
Mira.”

It turned out to be Mira’s private room, no wonder the security guard looked at
me with this look.

Mira rarely comes to such a place, and it is so high-profile as a charter.

The security seemed to be intentional, and explained to me: “This weekend is
Miss Mira’s engagement ceremony, and today is her bachelor party.”

“The party to her uncle is just an engagement. Even marriage can be divorced
anytime and anywhere. What can she do?” Lina was upset, and I pulled her:
“In this case, let’s change the place, not Rovandel There is only this one bar.”

Lina and I were about to turn around when a woman walked out of the bar.

I know that woman, she is Mira’s secretary.

She wears the kind of dogmatic smile on her face, which she did when she
was in the Ron family.

She walked in front of us, her tone very arrogant: “Our president said that
being alone is not as good as others. If two people are willing to share
happiness with her, the two can go in and feel it together.”

Chapter 460
If it were before, I would definitely not accept this kind of appeal, and turned
around and left.

But now it’s different, now no matter what I will not back down, let alone the
other party is Mira.



She is very proud, she thinks she has everything now.

If she really has everything, then I don’t think there is any problem.

If it was before, I wouldn’t care, but since Xue Wen showed me that video, I
knew what kind of foundation the Mira snatched from it was built on.

Isn’t she proud? I just wanted to block her.

Lina and I turned their heads: “Go, let’s go in and share her happiness and joy
with Mira.”

Lina was very excited, she did not expect me to challenge such a high profile.

She snapped her fingers: “OK, Let”s go. “

The secretary was a little surprised. According to what she knew about me,
she shouldn’t have thought that I would actually go in.

Suddenly I found that being a person whom others don’t know very well feels
so good.

Who wants to be thoroughly eaten by others.

I walked into the bar with Lina. It seems that Mira really cares about her
wedding with Naven. Even this bar is specially decorated. The theme tonight
is the theme of brides. I went in for the first time. I saw Mira standing on the
steps of the 2nd floor, wearing a white wedding gown like a drag.

Lina sneered: “I didn’t expect Mira to hate marrying so much, Livia.” She
turned to look at me: “Guess if Mira did not marry herself this time, what would
happen to her?”



“I can’t guess, but we can wait and see.” I walked up the steps to Mira.

Mira’s eyes looked a little surprised at me, and she probably didn’t guess that
I would come in.

But she adjusted it quickly, leaning on the railing in a condescending posture.

“Livia, I didn’t expect to meet so soon.”

“I didn’t expect you to be so impatient, or are you worried that the day of your
engagement won’t come at all, so you just have a dry addiction in advance?”

In fact, I can be mean when I am mean, but I am too kind and don’t want to
embarrass anyone.

But I’m so kind. People still say that I am a bit*h. I really don’t know where to
go to reason.

I succeeded in angering Mira, her back stiffened a bit, and her hand held the
railing tightly: “Livia, who taught you to say these things, or is it so mean in
your bones?”

I was too lazy to argue with her and looked around: “Will Naven come tonight?
Would you like to let him see you in advance?”

“Today is my bachelor’s party, my home court. Livia, I know you are an
abandoned woman now. Of course you are upset when you see your
ex-husband marry me with great fanfare.”

“It’s just an engagement, Mira.” I reminded her: “There is a huge difference
between an engagement and a marriage. Even on the day of the wedding,
Naven has the possibility of going back, let alone getting engaged.”



I said that Mira’s most worried thing, even in this particularly psychedelic light,
I saw Mira’s complexion changed.

Mira, who has always been so confident, sometimes has shortness of breath.

She settled her mind: “Livia, do you know that you are so anxious to jump
over the wall like this? For an outright loser like you, there is no need to argue
with you about this word-of-mouth dispute. If you are willing to watch me orgy,
you Stay here. Don’t think that the few words you just said scared me. I don’t
have any other self-confidence, but for you and me. Since Naven promised to
marry me, no one can follow me. Snatch him in the palm of your hand.”

Mira walked past me and pointed to my nose.

Why do I feel that her fingers are trembling slightly, she has a guilty
conscience?

She must have a guilty conscience, because I can see that Naven treats me
differently from others, let alone Mira.

Mira walked down the stairs, I called her name, she stopped and turned to
look at me: “What are you doing?”

“You are very confident in yourself, but I don’t think you are capable of this.
Would you like to bet with me? There are still three days left. I will let Naven
come back to me in these three days.”

“You are crazy, don’t you know you are…”

Mira wanted to say something but stopped, I knew what she was going to say.

She wanted to say, did I forget the fact that I and Naven are brothers and
sisters?



No one knew about this matter except for the person involved. Mira was
exposed so quickly, I didn’t have to ask her to prove that she hadn’t recruited
herself. She and Zhen Xian colluded to harm me.

It doesn’t matter if she killed me, but she caused me to lose my dearest child.

I looked at her calmly: “So you’d better not be too frustrated, I can do
everything.”

Mira stared at me fiercely, with a look in her eyes that she felt strange to me.

Mira started to feel a little bit unable to guess me, very good, this feeling made
me very comfortable.

When I walked down the steps, Lina had opened a bottle of wine and was
waiting for me. She said, “Falling poems are really floating. You can also drink
such a good wine casually. Come and come. Don’t lose out if you are drunk.
Fang Xiu.”

I said: “Okay!”

I took the glass and took a sip. Although I didn’t see the difference between
expensive wine and ordinary wine, it was the same as Lina said, don’t drink it
for nothing.

“What did you say to Mira just now?”

I said: “I want to get Naven back in three days.”

“Really?” Lina was immediately interested: “This is good, it sounds like a
special boost, are you talking casually, or are you really planning to do this?”



“Why not?” I said, “Naven is mine. He likes me, I know.” I looked at Lina: “If
I’m so stupid that even a man really likes you, I can’t tell. , That’s pretty
stupid.”

Lina patted my shoulder hard and it hurt me to death.

“Good job, sisters, it’s like this, it’s your stuff we’ll get back, and it’s your man
we’ll get it back.”

I remembered the tears Naven shed in the hotel that day. I know that it was
sincere.

As for why he saw my face looked frosty, I hurt him like that, and he was still
licking his face, then he was not Naven.

So not only to stimulate Mira, but also for myself.

I love Naven, so I will win him over instead of handing him over to Mira again
and again like before.

I drank the wine in the glass, my head was a little dizzy, and then handed the
glass to Lina: “Fill me up again.”

“What are you going to do next?” She looked at me.

“Call Naven and ask him to witness the carnival of his fiancee.”

“If that’s the case, don’t drink so much, just stop drinking.”


